August 31, 2021

NCAA Softball Uniform Refresh
New Postseason, Regular Season Option for 2022 Season
With the start of the 1999 season, NCAA Softball umpires adopted a new uniform to
modernize their appearance in the wake of a growing sport. Today, 23 years later, we are excited
to announce the first major refresh of our uniform since. The new design utilizes sleek designs &
high-performance 4-way stretch fabrics in both men’s and women’s cuts. It features a midnight navy
and blue color scheme, heavyweight and lightweight convertible jacket options, and dark grey pants.
This uniform will be referenced in the upcoming CCA Manual as “Standard/Uniform 1,” and will be
the standard postseason uniform for the 2022 season. For the 2022 regular season, our previous
uniform (Uniform 2) will still be an option at the discretion and direction of Conference Coordinators.
We recognize these past two years have been difficult, and even setting aside current
challenges, there is never a perfect time to roll out a change that includes a financial ask of the
officiating staff. We have put considerable thought into minimizing the financial impact of
modernizing and distinguishing our uniform. First, the midnight navy color is meant to match the
hats we currently wear, so hats and ball bags will not need to be replaced. Additionally, conference
logos will be allowed on hats only during the conference season, eliminating the need to purchase
multiple sets of uniforms. Finally, there will be a single standardized pant color for the entire season,
including Postseason play.
Smitty Official’s Apparel is the official uniform supplier of the NCAA. Uniforms will be
available in early 2022 through your preferred Smitty dealer. Additional options for uniform
purchasing will be made available at a later date.
2022 Standard/Postseason Uniform:
• A plain navy blue fitted cap
• A blue short-sleeve pullover shirt (with a collar,
contrasting button placket and dark navy/white insert on the
sides beginning under the arms), or a midnight navy shortsleeve pullover shirt (with a collar, contrasting button placket
and blue/white insert on the sides beginning under
the arms)
• Navy undershirt

• Dark grey pants
• Navy blue ball bag
• Black belt with silver buckle
• Predominantly black shoes (white or grey accents are
permissible on the sole/and/or manufacturer’s logo on the
side of the shoe only)
• All-black socks
• A midnight navy umpire jacket with blue accents on the
shoulders and back (short or long sleeves)

